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Chilean-French filmmaker Jodorowsky redirects here. For others, see Jodorowsky (surname). In this Spanish name, the first or paternal surname is Jodorowsky and the second surname or mother is Prullansky. Alejandro JodorowskyAt International Science Fiction Festival Utopiales 2011 in Nantes, Brittany, France.BornAlejandro
Jodorowsky Prullansky (1929-02-17) February 17, 1929 (age 91)Tocopilla, ChileOther nameAlexandro, JodoCitizenshipchileanFrenchoccupationFilm screenwriters, actor screenwriters, authors, comic writers, and musiciansYears active1948-presentSpouse(s) Post-le MontandonWebsiteAlejandro Jodorowsky on Facebook Alejandro Jodo
Prullansky (Spanish: [xoðoˈɾofski]; born February 17, 1929)[1][2][3] is a Chilean filmmaker and artist[4][5]-France. Since 1948, Jodorowsky has worked as a novelist, screenwrite, a poet, a gamewriter, an esayist, a film and theatre director and producer, an actor, a film editor, a comic writer, a musician and composer, a philosopher, a
puppet, a mime, a psychologist and psychologist, a draughtsman, a painter, a painter, a painter, a sculpture , a sculpture member, and a psychologist, a draughtsman, a painter, a painter, a sculptor, and a witch, a Famous painter with avant-garde films El Topo (1970) and the Holy Mountain (1973), he was knocked out by cult cinema
enthusiasts for his work filled with surreal images of violent and mixed hybrids [6] The Overview was Born to Jewish-Ukrainian parents in Chile, Jodorowsky suffered from an unhappy and foreign childhood, and was so immersed in reading and writing poetry. Dropped out of college, he was involved in the theatre and in particular mime,
working as a clown before founding his own theatrical troupe, Mimico Teatro, in 1947. Moving to Paris in the early 1950s, Jodorowsky studied mime under Étienne Decroux before switching to cinema, directing the short film Les ttes interverties in 1957. From 1960, he divided his time between Paris and Mexico City, in the former becoming
a founding member of the avant-garde Panic Movement anarchist of the show's artists. In 1966, he created his first comic strip, Anibal 5, while in 1967, he directed his first feature film, Fando y Lis, which caused a major scandal in Mexico, eventually banned. His next film, western acid El Topo (1970), became a hit on the midnight film
circuit in the United States, considered the first midnight cult film, and earned high praise from John Lennon, who convinced Beatles manager Allen Klein to provide Jodorowsky with $1 million to fund the next film. The result was the Holy Mountain (1973), an exploration of western esotericism surrealists. Disagreements with Klein,
however, caused both the Holy Mountain and El Topo to fail to grab widespread distribution, despite both being classics on the underground film circuit. [6] After the attempt dropped in Frank's shooting 1965 Science fiction novel Dune, Jodorowsky produced five more films: the Tusk family film (1980); surreal horror of Santa Sangre
(1989); blockbuster failed Rainbow Thief (1990); and the first two films in the planned five-film autobiographical series[7] Reality Dance (2013) and Endless Poetry (2016). During the same period, he wrote a series of science fiction comic books, most notably The Incal (1980-1989), which he described as having claims to be the best comic
book ever written,[8] and also The Technopriests and Metabarons. He has also written books and regularly lectures on his own spiritual system, called psychomacy and psychoceanism and who borrows from his interests in alchemy, tarot, Zen Buddha and shamanism. [9] His son Cristóbal had followed his teachings on psychoshamanism;
The work was captured in a feature documentary Quantum Men, directed by Carlos Serrano Azcona. [10] Jodorowsky's early life and education was born in 1929 in the coastal city of Tocopilla, Chile, to parents who were Jewish immigrants from Yekaterinoskyv (now Dnipro), Elisavetgrad (now Kropyvnytskyi) and other cities of the
Russian empire (now Ukraine). His father, Jaime Jodorowsky Groismann, was a trader,[11] who was largely abused to his wife Sara Felicidad Prullansky Arcavi, and at one time accused him of flirting with customers. Angry, she then beat and raped her, pregnant, leading to the birth of Alejandro. Because of this cruel concept, Sara both
hated her husband and didn't like her son, telling her that I can't love you and rarely show her softness. [12] Alejandro also has a eldest sister, Raquel Jodorowsky, but doesn't like him, because he believes that he is selfish, doing everything to expel me from the family so he can be the centre of attention. [13] In addition to dislike of his
family, he also holds insults for many locals, who see him as an outsider because of his status as an immigrant's child, as well as for american mining industries working locally and treating Chileans badly. [6] It was this treatment in American hands that led to later condemnation of American imperialism and neo-colonialism in Latin
America in some of its films. However, she loved her local area, and was very unhappy when she had to leave her at the age of nine, something she blamed on her father. [14] His family then moved to the town of Santiago, Chile. He immersed himself in reading, and also began writing poetry, having the first poem published when he was
sixteen, together with Chilean poets such as Nicanor Parra, Stella Díaz Varín and Enrique Lihn. [15] Becoming interested in the political ideology of anarchism, he began attending college, studying psychology and philosophy, but only for two years. After dropouts, and having an interest in theaters and particularly mime, he took a job as a
clown in the circus and began his career as a theatre director. [6] Meanwhile, in 1947 he founded his own theatre group, Teatro Mimico,[15] which in 1952 had fifty members, and the following year he wrote his first game, El Minotaura (The Minotaur). However, Jodorowsky felt that there was little for him to leave in Chile, and so that year
he moved to Paris. [6] It was while in Paris that Jodorowsky began studying mime with Étienne Decroux and joined the group of one of Decroux's students, Marcel Marceau. It was with Marceau's group that he went on a world tour, and wrote several routines for the group, including The Cage and The Mask Maker. After this, he returned to
the theatre directing, working on the comeback of the Maurice Chevalier music hall in Paris. [6] In 1957, Jodorowsky changed hands to filmmaking, creating les ttes interverties (The Severed Heads), a 20-minute adaptation of Thomas Mann's novella. It consists almost entirely of mime, and tells the surreal story of a trader turning heads
that helps a young man find court success. Jodorowsky plays a major role. Director Jean Cocteau admired the film, and wrote an introduction for him. It was thought to be missing until the film's print was discovered in 2006. In 1960, Jodorowsky moved to Mexico, where he settled in Mexico City. However, he continued to return
occasionally to France, at one point visiting Surrealist artist André Breton, but he was unhappy because he felt Breton had become quite conservative in his old age. [6] Continuing his interest in surrealism, in 1962 he founded the Panic Movement along with Fernando Arrabal and Roland Topor. The movement aims to go beyond
conventional surreal ideas by embracing insertiveness. Its members refuse to take it seriously, while laughing at critics who do. [6] In 1966 he produced his first comic strip, Anibal 5, associated with the Panic Movement. The following year, he created a new feature film, Fando y Lis,[15] loosely based on a game written by Fernando
Arrabal, who worked with Jodorowsky about the performing arts at the time. Fando y Lis was released at the 1968 Acapulco Film Festival, where it incited riots among those who objected to the contents of the film,[16] and subsequently it was banned in Mexico. [17] It was in Mexico City that he discovered Ejo Takata (1928-1997), a Zen
Buddhist monk who had studied at the Horyuji and Shofukuji monasteries in Japan before going to Mexico through the United States on 1967 to spread Zen. Jodorowsky became a Takata washer and offered his own home to serve as a zendo. Furthermore, Takata attracted the interest of other washers around it, who spent their time in
meditation and koan studies. [18] Finally, Takata Takata Jodorowsky that he had to know more about his feminine side, and so he went and befriended English surrealist Leonora Carrington, who recently moved to Mexico. [19] El Topo's career and The Holy Mountain (1970-1974) In 1970, Jodorowsky released the film El Topo, which is
sometimes known in English as The Mole,[15] which he has directed and starred in. A western acid, El Topo tells the story of a wandering Mexican bandit and gun, El Topo (played by Jodorowsky), who is looking for spiritual enlightenment, taking his young son along with him. [20] Along the way, he violently confronted several other
individuals, before eventually being killed and remanded to live in a community of handicapped people trapped inside a mountain cave. Describing the work, he stated that I asked the film what most North Americans were asking for psychedic drugs. The difference is that when someone creates a psychedelic film, he doesn't have to create
a movie that shows the vision of someone who has taken a pill; instead, he needs to remove the pills. [21] Knowing how Fando y Lis had caused such scandals in Mexico, Jodorowsky decided not to release El Topo there,[17] instead focusing on his release in other countries around the world, including northern Mexico's neighbor, the
United States. It was in New York City where the film would play as a midnight movie for several months at the Elgin Ben Barenholtz Theatre. It caught the attention of rock musician and countercultural figure John Lennon, who thought very highly, and convinced the company's president The Beatles Apple Corps, Allen Klein, to distribute it
in the United States. [22] Klein agreed to give Jodorowsky $1 million to go towards creating his next film. The result is the Holy Mountain, released in 1973. It has been suggested that the Holy Mountain may have been inspired by René Daumal's Surrealist novel Mount Analogue. Sacred Mountain is another complex, multi-sectional story
featuring a man credited as a Thief and likened to Jesus Christ, a mystical alchemist played by Jodorowsky, seven powerful businessmen representing seven planets (Venus and six planets from Mars to Pluto), a spiritual rebirth training regiment, and a rebirth During the compilation of the Holy Mountain, Jodorowsky received spiritual
training from Oscar Ichazo of Arica School, which encouraged him to take LSD and guide him through subsequent psychedelic experiences. [23] Around the same time (November 2, 1973), Jodorowsky participated in an isolation tank experiment run by John Lilly. [24] No Afterwards, Allen Klein demanded that Jodorowsky create the film
adaptation of Pauline Réage's classic novel of female masochism, Story of O. Klein has promised this adaptation to various investors. Investors. who had found feminism during the shooting of Sacred Mountain, refusing to make the film, went so far as leaving the country to escape directing the task. In return, Allen Klein made El Topo
and the Holy Mountain, for which he held the rights, totally unavailable to the public for more than 30 years. Jodorowsky often described Klein's actions in interviews. [25] Shortly after the release of the Holy Mountain, Jodorowsky gave a talk at Teatro Julio Castillo, University of Mexico on the subject of coans (although he was initially
booked provided that his talk was about cinematography), in which Ejo Takata appeared. After the talk, Takata gave Jodorowsky his kyosaku, believing that his former students had mastered the art of koan understanding. [27] Dune and Tusk (1975-1980) In December 1974, a French consortium led by Jean-Paul Gibon bought the film
rights to Frank Herbert's 1965 epic science fiction novel And asked Jodorowsky to direct the film's version. Jodorowsky plans to remove Surrealist artist Salvador Dalí, in what will be the only speaking role as a film actor, in the role of Emperor Shaddam IV. Dalí agreed when Jodorowsky offered to pay a fee of $100,000 an hour. [28] He
also plans to remove Orson Welles as Baron Vladimir Harkonnen; Welles only agreed when Jodorowsky offered to get his favorite gourmet chef to prepare food for him throughout the shooting. [29] The book's protagonist, Paul Atreides, will be played by Jodorowsky's son Brontis Jodorowsky. Music will be composed by Pink Floyd and
Magma. [28] Jodorowsky set up a pre-production unit in Paris comprising Chris Foss, a British artist who designed covering the publication of science fiction, Jean Giraud (Moebius), a French illustration who created and also wrote and appealed to Métal Hurlant magazine, and H. R. Giger. [28] Frank Herbert travelled to Europe in 1976 to
find that $2 million of the $9.5 million budget was spent in pre-production, and that the Jodorowsky script would produce a 14-hour film (It was the size of the phonebook, Herbert later recalled). [30] Jodorowsky took creative freedom with source material, but Herbert said that he and Jodorowsky had an amicable relationship. Production for
the film collapsed when no film studios were available ready to fund the film to The Jodorowsky terms. The dropped withdrawal was described in Jodorowsky's Dune documentary. After that, filming rights were sold to Dino de Laurentiis, who employed US filmmaker David Lynch to direct, creating the film Dune in 1984. The documentary
does not include Original film recording of what would be Jodorowsky's Dune but made an extraordinary claim[citation needed] about the influence of this mature film on other real science fiction films, such as Star Wars, Wars, Terminators, Flash Gordons, and Raiders from the Lost Ark. After the fall of the Dune project, Jodorowsky
completely changed course and, in 1980, the prime minister, Tusk Fable, was shot in India. Taken from Reginald Campbell's novel Poo Lorn of the Elephants, the film explores the soul-mate relationship between a young British woman living in India and an invaluable elephant. The film features a bit of the director's extraordinary visual
style and is never given a wide release. Santa Sangre and the Rainbow Thief (1981-1990) In 1982, Jodorowsky divorced his wife. [31] In 1989, Jodorowsky completed the Mexico-Italy santa sangre (Holy Blood) production. The film received a sprinkling of limited theater, putting Jodorowsky back on the cultural map despite mixed critical
reviews. Santa Sangre is a surrealistic slasher film with plots such as Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho mix with Robert Wiene's The Hands of Orlac. It features a protagonist who, as a child, sees his mother lose both hands, and as an adult lets his own hands act as his own, and so is forced to commit murder at will. Some of Jodorowsky's
children were recruited as actors. He followed that up in 1990 with a very different film, The Rainbow Thief. Although he gave Jodorowsky the opportunity to collaborate with film stars Peter O'Toole and Omar Sharif, the executive publisher, Alexander Salkind, effectively curbed most of Jodorowsky's artistic inclinations, threatening to put it
out on the scene if anything in the script had been altered (Salkind's wife, Berta Domíngue Dz., wrote the screen In the same year (1990), Jodorowsky and his family returned to France to live. [32] In 1995, Alejandro's son, Teo, died in an accident while his father was busy preparing for a visit to Mexico City to promote his new book. When



he arrived in Mexico City, he gave a visit to the Julio Castillo Theater where he once again met Ejo Takata, who has since moved to a poor suburb where he continues to teach meditation and Zen. Takata will die two years later, and Jodorowsky won't be able to see his old friend again. [33] An 1990–2011 filmmaking trial for Jodorowsky in
Sitges, Spain (2006). Alejandro Jodorowsky and Spanish writer Diego Moldes in Paris (2008). In 2000, Jodorowsky won the Jack Smith Lifetime Achievement Award from the Chicago Underground Film Festival (CUFF). Jodorowsky attended the festival and his film was screened, including El Topo and The Holy Mountain,[34] which at the
time had grey legal status. According to festival director Bryan Wendorf, it is an open issue as to which will be allowed to show both film, or either the policy will appear and close the festival. [35] As of 2007, Fando y Lis and Santa Sangre were jodorowsky's only works on DVD. El Topo or the Holy Mountain can be found on videocasettes
or DVDs at United United or the United Kingdom, due to a ownership dispute with distributor Allen Klein. After a dispute settlement in 2004, however, plans to relinquish Jodorowsky's film were announced by ABKCO Films. On January 19, 2007, it was announced online that Anchor Bay would release a set of boxes including El Topo, Holy
Mountain, and Fando y Lis on May 1, 2007. The limited edition of the set includes both the El Topo and The Holy Mountain soundtracks. And, in early February 2007, Tartan Video announced May 14, 2007, a release date for the DVD edition of PAL UK El Topo, Sacred Mountain, and a six-disk box set that, along with the aforementioned
feature films, include two soundtrack CDs, as well as a separate DVD edition of Jodorowsky's 1968 feature debut Fando y Lis (with a short la 1957 cravate a.k.a. Les, included in addition) and documentaries 1994 Mainly, Fando y Lis and La cravate were widely restored and re-sealed in London at the end of 2006, thus providing a suitable
complement to quality rehabilitation works carried out on El Topo and the Holy Mountain in the States by ABKCO, and ensure that the presentation of Fando y Lis is a significant improvement over 20011 , only lower quality, filtered optically, bootleg copies of both El Topo and the Holy Mountain were circulated on the Internet and on
DVDs. [36] In the 1990s and early 2000s, Jodorowsky tried to make a sequel to El Topo, which was called off at different times The Children of El Topo and Abel Cain, but found no investors for the project. [37] In an interview with Premiere Magazine, Jodorowsky said he intended the next project to become a gangster film called King
Shot. In an interview with The Guardian newspaper in November 2009, however, Jodorowsky revealed that he could not find funds to make King Shot, and would instead enter into preparations on El Topo's Children, which he claimed had signed contracts with several Russian producers. [38] In 2010, the Museum of Art and Design in
New York City held the retrospective of Alejandro Jodorowsky's first American cinema entitled Blood to Gold: Alchemy Sinematic Alejandro Jodorowsky. [39] Jodorowsky will attend retrospectively and hold art master classes as a means of transformation. [41] The retrospective will inspire the MoMA PS1 museum to present the Alejandro
Jodorowsky exhibition: The Holy Mountain in 2011. [42] Endless Reality and Poetry Dance (2011-present) In August 2011, Alejandro arrived in a town in Chile where he grew up, also setting his autobiography Of Reality Dance, to promote an autobiographical film based on his book. On 31 October 2011, Halloween night, Museum of
Modern Art New York) honors Jodorowsky by Holy Mountain. He attended and talked about his work and life. [43] The next evening, he delivered El Topo at the Walter Reade Theater at Lincoln Center. [44] Alejandro had stated that after the finish of reality dance he was ready to shoot the sequel to the old El Topo, Abel Cain. [46] By
January 2013, Alejandro had finished his portrayal of Reality Dance and entered post-publication. The boy and co-star Alejandro in the film, Brontis, claims the film will be finished by March 2013, and that the film is very different from the other film he made. [47] On April 23, it was announced that the film would have a world premiere at
the Film Festival in Cannes. [48] Coinciding with the Reality Dance, which aired with jodorowsky's dune documentary film, which aired in May 2013 at the Cannes Film Festival, jodorowsky made a double bill. [50] In 2015, Jodorowsky began a new film titled Endless Poetry, a sequel to his last auto-biopic, Reality Dance. His Paris-based
production company Satori Films launched two successful crowdfunding campaigns to finance the film. The Indiegogo campaign has been left open for ever, accepting donations from fans and moviegoers to support free spending. [51] The film was shot between Jun and August 2015, on the streets of Matucana in Santiago, Chile, where
Jodorowsky lived for a period of his life. [52] The film depicts his young adulthood in Santiago, the years in which he became chile's poetic avant-garde terrace expert alongside artists such as Hugo Marín, Gustavo Becerra, Enrique Lihn, Stella Díaz Varín, Nicanor Parra and others. [54] Jodorowsky's son Adan Jodorowsky plays him as an
adult and Brontis Jodorowsky plays Jaime's father. Jeremias Herskovitz, of The Reality Dance, described Jodorowsky as a teenager. [52] Pamela Flores played Sara (her mother) and Stella Díaz Varín (Jodorowsky's poet and young female friend). Leandro Taub portrays Jodorowsky's good friend, poet and novelist Enrique Lihn. [55] The
film premiered in the Director's Fortnight of the Cannes Film Festival on May 14, 2016. [56] Variety's reviews were very positive, calling her ... the most accessible film he's ever made, and he's probably the best. [57] During an interview at the Cannes Film Festival in 2016, Jodorowsky announced his plans to eventually make El Topo's
Son as soon as financial support was obtained. [58] Jodorowsky's other work is a weekly contributor to the eveningly news reports of his friend Fernando Sánchez Dragó in Telemadrid. [59] He also released vinyl 12 with Zarathustra Original Sound Runut (Discos Tizoc, Mexico, 1970). [60] He has quoted Federico Fellini as his main
cinematic influence; [61] Other artistic influences include George Gurdjieff, Antonin Antonin and Luis Buñuel. [63] She has been portrayed as an influence on such ancesfast as Marilyn Manson,[64] David Lynch,[65] Nicolas Winding Refn, Jan Kounen, Dennis Hopper, and Kanye West. [66] This part of the comic's biography of the living
requires additional passages for ratification. Please help by adding reliable sources. Materials about living people who do not consume or do not consume should be removed immediately, especially if it is potentially defamatory or dangerous. Find sources: Alejandro Jodorowsky - news · newspapers · books · cleric · JSTOR (Mac 2018)
(Know how and when to outsource this template message) Jodorowsky at the 2008 Japan Expo in Paris. Jodorowsky began his comic career in Mexico with the creation of the Anibal 5 series in mid-1966 with illustrations by Manuel Moro. He also drew his own comic lines in the weekly series Fabulas pánicas which appeared in the
Mexican newspaper, El Heraldo de México. He also wrote original stories for at least two or three other comic books in Mexico at the time: Los Borbolla insoportables were one of them. After his fourth film, Tusk, he began The Incal, with Jean Giraud (Mœbius). This graphic novel has deep roots in the tarot and its symbols, for example,
The Incal protagonist, John Difool, is associated with the Fool's card. Incal (which will branch out into prequels and sequels) forms the first in a series of several science fiction comic book sequences, all set in the same space as the Opera Jodoverse (or Metabarons Universe) published by Humanoids Publishing. [67] The comic books set
in this milieu are Incal (trilogy: Before Incal/Incal/Final Incal), Metabarons (trilogy: Castaka / The Caste of the Metabarons / Weapons of the Metabaron), and The Technopriests as well as rpg adjustment, Metabarons Roleplaying Game. Many of the ideas and concepts derived from Jodorowsky Dune's best-designed adaptation (which he
would loosely based on Frank Herbert's original novel) are presented in this universe. Mœbius and Jodorowsky are comfortable Luc Besson, the director of The Fifth Element, alleging that the 1997 film borrowed graphics and story elements from The Incal, but they lost their case. [68] Saman was beset by obfuses since Mœbius had
hinged on taking part in the creation of the film, having been edated by Besson as a contributing artist, but had done so without the approval of co-creator Incal Jodorowsky, whose service Besson did not call. For more than a decade, Jodorowsky pressured his publisher Les Humanodes Associés to commence Luc Besson for plagiarism,
but publishers were reluctant, fearful of inevitable end results. In a 2002 interview with Danish comic book magazine Strip!, Jodorowsky that he regards it as an honor that someone steals his ideas. [citation required] Other comics by Jodorowsky including West Bouncer are portrayed by Francois Francois Juan Solo (Son of Gun), and Le
Lama blanc (The Old White), the latter pictured by Georges Bess. [69] Le Cœur couronné (The Crowned Heart, translated into English as The Madwoman of the Sacred Heart), a racy satire on a religion set in contemporary age, won Jodorowsky and her collaborator, Jean Giraud, the 2001 Haxtur Award for best Long Stripper. [70] He is
currently working on a new graphic novel for the U.S. market. [citation required] Jodorowsky's comic book work also appeared in a volume 4 taboo (ed. Stephen R. Bissette), featuring interviews with the director, designs for his version of Frank Herbert's Dune, a comic storyboard for El Topo, and a collaboration with Moebius with
illustrated cat Eyes. [citation required] Jodorowsky teamed up with Milo Manara in Borgia (2006), a graphic novel about the history of Borgia Hall. [72] Psychomagics This section of the biography of living people requires additional quotes for verification. Please help by adding reliable sources. Contentious substances about people living
who live unsourced or unsourced must be removed immediately, especially if potentially defamatory or harmful. Find sources: Alejandro Jodorowsky - news · newspapers · books · scholars · JSTOR (July 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Jodorowsky spent nearly a decade rebuilding the original form of Tarot
de Marseille. [43] From this work, he moved to more theraptic work in three areas: psychological, psychological and initiatic sequences. Psychology aims to heal the psychological wounds experienced in life. This therapy is based on the belief that the performance of certain acts can directly act on the unconscious mind, releasing it from a
series of trauma, some of which therapists believe are passed down from generation to generation. Psychology includes studying the personality of patients and family trees to deal with their specific resources as best they can. It is similar, in a phenomenal approach to genealogy, to the Constellation pioneered by Bert Hellinger. [73]
Jodorowsky has several books on his therapeutic methods, including Psicomagia: La trampa sagrada (Psychomagic: The Sacred Trap) and his autobiography, La danza de la realidad (Reality Dance), which he was filming as a feature-length film in March 2012. To date he has published more than 23 novels and philosophical agreements,
along with dozens of articles and interviews. His books are widely read in Spanish and French, but are for the most part unknown to the English-speaking audience. For a quarter of a century, Jodorowsky held classes and lectures for free, in cafes and universities throughout Paris. Typically, such courses or talks will begin on Wednesday
afternoon as tarot divination lessons, and will culminat in an hour-long conference, also free, free of charge, by the time hundreds of attendees will be treated for living a psychological demonstration of arbre généalogique (genealogical tree) involving volunteers from the audience. In these conferences, Jodorowsky will pave the way for
building a strong foundation of his philosophical student, who deals with understanding unconsciousness as over-self-conscious, comprised of many generations of family relatives, living or deceased, acting on the soul, both into adult life, and causing coercion. Of all his work, Jodorowsky considers these activities to be the most important
of his life. Although such an activity only took place in the insular world of Parisian cafes, he has devoted thousands of hours of his life to teaching and helping people become more aware, as he puts it. Since 2011 the talk has dwindled to once a month and took place at the Librairie Les Cent Ciels in Paris. Psychomagic, the art of healing
was screened in Lyon on September 3, 2019. It was subsequently released on streaming services on August 1, 2020. [74] Jodorowsky's first wife's personal life was actress Valérie Trumblay. She is currently married to artist and costume designer Postcale Montandon. [75] He has five children: Brontis Jodorowsky, an actor working with
his father in El Topo, Reality Dance and Endless Poetry; Teo, who plays at Santa Sangre; [76] Cristóbal, a psychoshaman and an actor (interpreter in Santa Sangre and lead role in the shamanic documentary Quantum Men); Eugenia Jodorowsky; and the youngest, Adan Jodorowsky, a musician known by the stage name Adanowsky.
Fashion model Alma Jodorowsky is the grandson of Alejandro. [77] On his religious views, Jodorowsky has called himself an atheist mysticism. [79] He did not drink or smoke,[80] and has stated that he does not eat red meat or chicken because he does not like corpses, based on his diet on vegetables, fruits, cereals and sometimes
marine products. [81] In 2005, Jodorowsky was inmissified at the wedding of Marilyn Manson and Dita Von Teese. [15] Fans include musician Peter Gabriel, Cedric Bixler-Zavala and Omar Rodríguez-López of Mars Volta,[82] Brann Dailor of Mastodon,[83] Luke Steele and Nick Littlemore (from pop-duo Sun Empire). [15] Wes Borland, the
Bizkit Limp guitarist, said that the Holy Mountain film was a huge influence on her, particularly as a visual artist, and that lotus Island's concept album from her band Black Light Burns was a tribute to her. [84] Jodorowsky was interviewed by Daniel Pinchbeck for the Franco-German television show Durch die Nacht mit... at TV station Arte,
in a very personal discussion, spend the night together in France, continuing the on-site interview different from parks and hotels. [85] Danish director Nicolas Winding Refn thanked Alejandro Jodorowsky in the final headlines of the 2011 film Drive[86] and dedicated 2013 2013 thriller crimes, Only God forgives to Jodorowsky. [87]
Jodorowsky also appeared in the documentary My Life Directed by Nicolas Winding Refn, directed by wife Refn Liv, giving the couple a tarot reading. [88] Argentine actor Leandro Taub thanked Alejandro Jodorowsky in his book 'La Mente Oculta', a book that Jodorowsky wrote the prologue. [89] [90] Criticism and controversy When
Jodorowsky's first feature film, Fando y Lis, aired at the 1968 Acapulco Film Festival, the screening was controversial and erupted into the riots, due to its graphic content. [91] Jodorowsky had to leave the theatre by sneaking outside the waiting limousine, and when a crowd outside the theatre admitted it, the car was peeled with rocks.
[92] The following week, the film opened to sell crowds in Mexico City, but more fights sparked, and the film was banned by the Mexican government. [93] Jodorowsky himself was almost expelled and the controversy gave plenty of food for Mexican newspapers. [94] In relation to the manufacture of El Topo, Jodorowsky allegedly stated in
the early 1970s: When I wanted to do a rape scene, I explained to [Mara Lorenzio] that I was going to hit her and rape her. There is no emotional relationship between us, as I have placed clauses in all female contracts stating that they will not make love with the director. We've never spoken to each other. I know nothing about him. We
went to the desert with two others: a photographer and a technician. No one else. I said, 'I'm not going to rehearse. There will only be one taking because it will be impossible to repeat. Roll the camera only when I signal to you.' Then I told him, 'Sick didn't hurt. Hit me.' And he hit me. I said, 'Harder.' And he started hitting me very hard,
hard enough to break the ribs... I stutter for a week. After he had hit me long enough and hard enough for his tires, I said, 'Now it's my turn. Roll the camera.' And I really ... I really ... I really raped her. And he shouted ... Then he told me that he had been raped before. You see, for me the character was fried up to El Topo rape him. And he
has orgasms. That's why I showed off a rock phallus at the scene... water spouts. He has orgasms. He received male sex. And that's what happened to Mara in reality. He really has that problem. Great scenes. Very, very strong scenes. [95] In Jodorowsky's Dune documentary, Jodorowsky states: When you make a picture, you can't
respect the novel. It's like getting married ... if you respect women you won't have children. You have to open the bride's clothes and rapes - and then you'll have your pictures. I raped Frank Herbert... but with love. [96] As a result of these alleged statements, Jodorowsky was criticised. [97] Matt Brown of Screen Anarchy wrote that it was
easier for a wall of a particular type behind the time buffer—sure, Alejandro Jodorowsky was on record in his book about the filmmaking as having raped Mara Lorenzo while making El Topo—although he later denied it—but nowadays he's just a funny old kook from Dune Jodorowsky! [98] The Asher-Perrin emmet of the Tor.com called
Jodorowsky an artist who let rape as a way to end the purpose of creating art. A man who seems to believe that rape is something that women 'need' if they can't accept male sexual power themselves. [97] Sady Doyle of Elle wrote that Jodorowsky had teased the idea of an indefinite rape scene in the classic film cult El Topo for
decades... although he elsewhere described the unlimited sex on the scene as consensual, and noted that the quote did not harm his status as an avant-garde icon. [99] On June 26, 2017, Jodorowsky released a statement[100] on his Facebook account in response to the question: Do you rape an actor during the filming of El Topo? The
following quote is out of the statement saying: Where are the people claiming that I raped Mara Lorenzio on the set of El Topo in front of the camera] looking for a report on this alleged incident that would happen in 1969? It's very likely that they read some of the interviews I did in the United States or England back then. I produce El Topo
independently. When I told the Mexican film industry that I was going to Go to New York to sell El Topo, they made fun of me. You're crazy, only Emilio Fernandez ('El Indio') once managed to release a movie there and that's why there's a statue of him. No Mexican film has ever crossed the cactic wall. In a North American cinematography
environment at the time, Mexican cinemas were knocked out. Hollywood dominates everything. I had to break through using the only tool I had: surprise through scandalous statements. This is how I did it: I dressed as a mystical bandit character [titular El Topo], I introduced myself in interviews with beards, mane and black leather suits,
and I said things that mean shocking interviewers. I am an anti-feminist, I hate women. I hate cats. I have eaten human meat tacos with Diego Rivera. El Topo is a movie where things really happen: that rape scene is a real rape! I killed an animal (which in reality I had bought dead from a local zoo) with my fork sharing myself! This
aggressive, intended to be a funny declaration conquers civilians of an era that opposes the establishment and is affected by the Vietnam war. This is how I succeeded El Topo was to be heard and seen, and, thanks to the openly declared admiration of John Lennon and Yoko Ono, my film became a cult classic. Half a century has passed
and it continues to be filtered and discussed. Jodorowsky also offers details in the same reality regarding the depiction of what is called called Scenes, declaring that it is impossible to commit such crimes on the set of big films: Filming scenes like this is not achieved with only one cameramen, two actors and a wide slain of sand. Cinema
is the most expensive art because a large number of technicians and artists are needed to execute them. First of all, you need a group of workers to clean a hundred square metres of desert with rakes because of the dangerous snakes and spider hidden in the sand. They remain for the period of filming, at ready, to intervene if necessary.
There are also a group of makeup artists, hairdressers and clothing makers in charge of the costume. [In film,] El Topo ripped apart the woman's clothes in a take-up that lasted 10 seconds. It was followed by another taking El Topo [doing the same thing], but from a different angle. Filming stops for half an hour or so for technicians to
change reflectors. The meaning is to shoot an action sequence that doesn't last more than three minutes, a few hours is needed. And it's not just a single cameramer, but two cameras, each with one operator and four assistants. A total of 10 cameras were 10. Plus this is a crew laying rails where the camera slips, handles crane replies,
holds a silver reflector card so that each face is well illuminated. There are also assistant directors, set decorator groups, other actors, etc. A huge crowd that the audience didn't see. In addition, there are people holding individual umbrellas protecting actors from the sun, others who send water and food, etc. How can I possibly attack
actors in front of a large gathering of people? On a little clue about any real violence, a group of men and women would throw themselves at me and imagine me. The actress will also defend herself, how, scratching. And I, satyr vile, will end up being persecuted, tried and imprisoned. Film Film Director Filmography Writers 1957 La desire
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